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MSRP: $3,500
The Comet DAC
The EXOGAL Comet is a high performance
digital to analog audio converter (DAC). Just
connect your computer, or other digital/
analog source, and experience exceptional
audiophile quality sound. The Comet DAC
does everything you would expect a highend DAC to do, including balanced and unbalanced analog outputs, digital volume control and asynchronous USB input. Audio signals are processed using EXOGAL up-sampling and filtering technology.
The USB input can accept up to 32-bit/384kHz PCM data rates, DSD64, and DSD128 in DOP (DSD over
PCM) format.

The Ion PowerDAC, now with HyperDrive Technology

MSRP: $4,250
The EXOGAL Ion is a high performance digital
amplification solution that is designed to be an
integrated companion to the COMET. The Ion
connects to the Comet via the EXONET interface and provides 250 watts per channel (into
4 ohms) and 125 watts per channel into 8
ohms. The Ion and Comet integrate fully and
seamlessly with no complicated remote controls, apps or special requirements—the Comet handles it all for you! HyperDrive gives you better frequency response at all levels, a more articulate overall presentation, and more protection for your
speakers and your system.
The Comet Upgrade Power Supply
The EXOGAL Comet Plus Power Supply gives you the power to squeeze out
that last drop of performance from your Comet DAC! It provides plenty of
Power to stretch out and render the highest highs, drive the deepest bass,
and let the Comet deliver the richest, most authentic sound of any DAC on
the market.

MSRP: $600

The New EXOGAL Vortex Network Hub Family
The EXOGAL Vortex family is a line of streaming devices that allow you to choose the appropriate features that best fit your listening style. They all include our new Advanced EXOGAL Clocking System
which is a high-precision, ultra-low jitter Master Clock that intelligently synchronizes all EXOGAL products, both upstream and downstream. The entire Vortex family is compatible with all existing EXOGAL
products. The entire Vortex family streams and plays network files and all the popular streaming services and as you move up the family line you gain additional convenience features as well. All members
of the Vortex family are Roon Ready compatible endpoints.

The VORTEX X1

$1,500

The entry-level EXOGAL Vortex X1 is a networkonly streaming endpoint that works with computers, files stored on a file server on your network, and internet-based streaming services.

The VORTEX X2

$2,000

The EXOGAL Vortex X2 has all the functionality of
the X1, with the addition of a full-featured USB
hub.

The VORTEX X3

$2,500

The EXOGAL Vortex X3 has all the functionality of
the X2, with the addition of a four TOSLINK inputs
and two Coax inputs. This allows the X3 to connect to digital audio players such as CD players, as well as
home theater and video systems such as cable and satellite receivers, video games, and video streaming boxes. This allows your EXOGAL system to be the high-quality audio output of all your entertainment choices—not just your music.

The VORTEX X4

$3,000

The EXOGAL Vortex X4 has all the functionality of
the X3, with the addition of a high-quality headphone amplifier and a front mounted 1/4” headphone jack. The X4 by itself is capable of acting as an
integrated, dedicated headphone listening station including streaming, DAC and amplifier all in one
compact, beautiful package.
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